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Abstract: Background: Nerve conduction velocity is being used as a widespread measure of diagnosis of nerve function abnormalities. Dependence of nerve conduction parameters on intrinsic factors like age and sex, as well as extrinsic factors like temperature is well known. Lateralization of various cerebral functions like speech, language, visuospatial relations, analysis of face, recognition of musical themes and use of hand for fine motor movements have also been studied. The aim of this study is to compare the nerve conduction velocity of different subjects with different height using median nerve and find out whether there is any difference in relation between motor nerve conduction velocity and height. Method: The study was carried out in students of B J Medical College by the use of standard 2 channel physiograph. Comparison of motor nerve conduction velocity between subjects of different height was done under equation of Pearson correlation. Result: There are several factors which affect nerve conduction velocity. Some skills like music, sports activities are also due to hemispheric difference. Age and sex affect nerve conduction velocity. Here we compare the relation between height and motor nerve conduction velocity. On comparison of motor nerve conduction velocity of median nerve with different height of the subjects the study shows that there is significant decrement in nerve conduction velocity with increase in height of subjects. Conclusion: From the results we can conclude that there is inverse correlation between height and nerve conduction velocity of subjects.
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Introduction: Nerve conduction study has emerged as a major tool for diagnosis as well as prognosis of nerve function disorders. Intrinsic factors like age and sex, as well as extrinsic factors like temperature on nerve conduction are well known. Various cerebral functions like speech, language, visuospatial relations, analysis of face, and recognition of musical themes and use of hand for fine motor movements have also been studied with lateralization. Handedness and nerve conduction have also been studied well. There are some evidences available for comparison of height and nerve conduction velocity. Further studies are required to establish correlation between height and nerve conduction velocity. Here this comparison is done in total of 50 subjects.

Materials and Method: Selection of subjects was done from 50 male healthy, medical students with. 25 students are left handed and remaining 25 are right handed. The study was done under ethical standard of institution with permission of ethical committee. Criteria for selection of subjects:
1) Age group:- 16 to 30 years
2) BMI:- 20 to 25(normal)
3) No history of injury to upper limbs, spinal cord, brain.
4) Absence of abnormal signs over limbs (tingling, numbness, pain in limbs,tremor, ataxia,muscle weakness, wasting of muscles). 
5) No known history of neuropathy, neuromuscular disorders, muscle disorders.
6) No history of familial neural, muscular or neuromuscular disorders.
7) No history of Leprosy, Arthritis.

If the answer of each question is yes than subject can be included in the study.

Tools for testing and procedure: A standard 2 channel physiograph having RMS EMG EPMK II one of latest software in the study of nerve conduction was used for measurement. Subjects were acclimatized to standard room temperature (26°C +/-2°C) for 10 minutes.
After that the procedure was performed under following settings, For motor nerve conduction sensitivity: 2-5mV/mm, Sweep speed: 2-5ms/mm, Filter: 2-5 Hz (low frequency), 10 KHz (High frequency). Supra maximal stimulation is used for motor nerve conduction studies. Median Nerve of both the sides is first stimulated at distal point (wrist) then at proximal point (elbow). The action potential is recorded and difference between distal and proximal latencies is obtained. Distances were measured by a standard measure tap. Motor NCV is calculated in meter/second by the formula Distance between two stimulated point divided by difference in latent periods. Motor nerve conduction velocity of both sides were obtained nearly equal. Average of both sides for Motor NCV is considered and further calculation was done.

Result: In comparison of motor nerve conduction velocity and height in 50 normal individuals it is seen that there is inverse relationship between these two parameters by the equation of correlation.

The graph clearly suggests that, as the height of individual increases the velocity of motor nerve conduction decreases showing the inverse relationship between these two parameters.

Results were presented by the equation of Pearson correlation sequence. P value less than 0.05 was considered as significant.

Discussion: We are very aware about the involvement of nerves in various metabolic diseases like Diabetes as well as other neuropathies. But before that we should know normal physiological factors affecting the nerve and its conduction. As we know nerve conduction velocity is affected by many known factors such as Age, sex, handedness etc. Also degree of Myelination, fibre diameter and internodal distance has important role in affecting the nerve conduction velocity. Genetic factors as well as some peripheral factors (biological and environmental) may be involved. Similar results were found in a study conducted by Reinisch JM et al where he found diethylstilbestrol does affect the nerve conduction velocity in males. Coren shown in his book advances in psychology that certain environmental and biological factors affect the conduction velocity in healthy individuals. In one study at Dept of Physiology, B. P. Koirala Institute of Health Sciences Ghopa Camp, Dharan, they found that the height showed significant correlation with nerve conduction study parameters for the motor nerves and few sensory nerves.

They say diagnostic Conclusion which were made from the data without making correlation with the height may be invalid for patients who are taller or shorter than average individuals. In the study they also correlated distal latencies and amplitude of CMAP, found positive correlation with height. It should be considered while developing standard/reference normative data for different nerves. In another study done by Takano K, Kirchner F negative correlation between height and maximum nerve conduction is seen in both sexes. They tested ulnar nerve of both the sides in more than 650 medical students and
found statistically significant higher nerve conduction velocity in shorter individuals than taller ones. They also got slightly higher conduction velocity in females than males. However with regards to its relation to height males have higher nerve conduction velocity than females. In a study done by Bodofsky E, Tomaio A, Campellone J they established negative correlation between nerve conduction and height (axon length)\(^\text{14}\). According to them Ulnar Motor Nerve Motor Conduction Velocity appears to be inversely proportional to the square root of height, which further supports our study that motor nerve conduction velocity is affected by height of individual. Maria T. Gadia, MD, Norihiko Natori MD, Laura B. Ramos MD have examined associations between height, quantitative sensory, motor nerve conduction and clinical indices of diabetic peripheral neuropathy in 100 adult diabetic patients (25 to 70 years). The peroneal and posterior tibial motor nerve conduction velocity were inversely related to height\(^\text{15}\). Here we are trying to establish relationship between the height and nerve conduction velocity.

Textbook of practical physiology by pal GK suggested similar results . The reason behind comparison is that there may be longer tapering of nerve in the distal part of the nerve in taller individuals\(^\text{16}\). This tapering may reduce the thickness of the nerve as we go distally. Also there may be chance of thinner myelination as we move distally in the nerve. On comparison of distal latencies with height it is seen that as the height increases distal latency also gets longer (r=0.8543, Pvalue<0.01). It shows impulse conduction takes longer time to travel through the distal part of the nerve which also supports to our result and the reason may be due to tapering and poor myelination at distal end. We know clearly that two most important factors affecting the nerve conduction velocity are myelination and thickness of nerve. Myelination causes to the impulse to be conducted faster. Lesser the myelination lesser will be velocity of nerve conduction. Also, as the thickness of the nerve increases conduction of impulse from the nerve gets faster. The relationship should be established with further studies.

**Conclusion:** As per the results obtained in our study and in the light of the above discussion it can be concluded that there is inverse correlation between height and nerve conduction velocity of subjects.
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